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Fido Start Packing Your Suitcase
The Third Edition just published in time for Summer 2012
When vacation time arrives, we often think about taking our dogs
along, but are not sure it would be fun for them. What could we do
that both our pets and we could enjoy? Dogs love car ride, but
what do we do when we get there?
Doggy Walks and Destinations - Acadia National Park and
Vicinity can be described as an adventure book for your dog. It
sets out walks that you can enjoy with your dog whether he is laid
back or wants to wear you out with his energy.
Each walk and destination is accompanied by a trail diagram and
tells you what to expect along the way.
Some destinations are popular, not to be missed locations. Some
are hidden gems. All are chosen to give you and your dog a
pleasant experience.
Marie C. Taylor, the author has been visiting the Bar Harbor/Acadia National Park area for over
40 years. Her Golden Retriever Molly is the inspiration for this delightful book. For 16 years
she has been compiling lists of places and walks that Molly, and more recently Kelley, have
enjoyed and hopes that other dogs and their owners will enjoy them as well. The Third Edition
contains lots of new walks and photos.
Doggy Walks and Destinations - Acadia National Park and Vicinity, Third Edition, is available
for $8.95 at bookstores and online from the publisher, On Point, Inc. at
www.DoggyWalksAndDestinations.com.


Doggy Walks and Destination - Acadia National Park and Vicinity by Marie C. Taylor. Third Edition. 4.25” x
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